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Fire Emblem Warrior (Japanese: Fire Emblem 双 is an unrivaled) Fire Emblem Series crossover with dynasty warriors series. It's Nintendo's second crossover title with Dynasty Warriors, the first being Hyrule Warrior. It was released on both the Nintendo Switch and the new Nintendo 3DS system in fall 2017. This crossover features a cast of fire emblem
characters in the gameplay style of Dynasty Warriors. The plot story stars the twin children of rowan, Rihanna and Jelena, the queen of Iris. At the beginning of the story visit Darios, Prince of Greeceton, sparring and studying twins. During one of these visits, monsters appear in strange portals and attack the star. The twins and Darius escaped the castle,
leaving Jelena behind. After escaping with the Shield of Flame, Rowan, Rihanna, and Darius decide to collect Glyamstone, transplant it into the shield, and defeat the invading monster and its source, Velezac. The three travel to the continent to search for heroes of Glyamstone bearers, other worlds, Chrome, Ryoma, Xander, Corinne, and Mars. This is
captured during the Shield of Chaos and Flame when the herd retreats from the failed siege on Fort Greaseton. Rowan and Rihanna make their way to save Enriron and Pacina, two probates made from the canines of the divine dragon that defended Eicholis in Velezac long ago. After getting a sword and more heroes Rowan and Rihanna attacked the fort
again and rescued Dario. Darios steals a shield of flame and retreats to the capital of Aytolis. The twins are crushed by Darius's betrayal and return to Aytolis to recover from greasetons and monsters. In Eityolis, they discover Darios and his father, Oscar, who they own. Oscar plans to revive and control Velezac at the expense of Jelena. But when Rowan
and Rihanna make sacrifices after rescuing Jelena, the plan is in shambles. Frustrated by his son's failure to plan, Oscar asked him how to rectify the situation in his favor. Darios made another plan for Oscar, wielding a knife and handing Oscar blood instead of Jelena. As Velezac's body was rebuilt, Darios was able to escape Velezac's control and return
the shield of flame to the twins, reaching his death in the midst of the turmoil created by the formation of Velezac. The twins restore order to Aytolis and chase Velezac. They attack Velezac and return peace to the ground and summoned heroes back to their home world. Gameplay Fire Emblem Warrior is a Dynasty Warriors spinoff similar to Hyrule Warriors.
The warrior game features one player's hack and slash gameplay for as many enemy units at once in real time. Routing enemies is not the goal, and the winning conditions are often the same as capturing multiple enemy strongholds or killing one or more enemy commanders. The game has several gameplay mechanics inspired by fire emblem series titles.
Weapon triangles exist and have a big impact on how much damage they deal to combatants. Swords that use characters will have difficulty quickly taking down Lance users. Dragon veins also appear, and maps such as open new routes or eliminate dangerous terrain may change. Pair-ups and supports also appear in the game as roads where you can
power up your character during battles. In terms of the new Nintendo 3DS and Nintendo Switch release content, the two versions are mostly the same. The Nintendo Switch release has several more options, both player modes and settings set to allow you to change settings that favor gaming performance over graphic fidelity. The assets of the new Nintendo
3DS release are of much lower quality than the Nintendo Switch release, which allows it to be released on both small consoles. In addition, due to the game, some mission and ranking requirements have been reduced in the new Nintendo 3DS release, which is unable to render many enemy units at once; The number of defeated enemies is an important
scoring metric used by the game's ranking system, making it much more difficult to complete certain tasks until they are reduced in certain updates. Lynn is on dark blue tiles; It means that the player controls her at the start of the battle. Minerva, Linde and Cellica are on light blue tiles, allowing players to change controls. Tiki is on a green tile that means her
as an NPC combatant in this battle. Prepare for battle like the main line Fire Emblem Series title The game has a ready screen before the actual battle begins. When you start a map character placed on a blue tile, you are free to replace it during combat. There is one dark blue tile that means the player begins the battle to control the character placed on that
tile. The green tile on the distribution screen means NPC characters that can be commanded but not exchanged from the map menu. Depending on the scenario, players may be subject to deployment restrictions that limit units to specific characters or sets of weapons. During preparation, players will be able to see objectives on the battlefield, but that will
often change as the battle progresses. Battle Lynn's fully unlocked go settings infographic as shown on her stats screen. During the battle, players will face not only commanders, but also weak accompanying troops. Commanders are the only real threat to players, of which weak units rarely attack and typically lose in a single attack if they don't have a
weapon triangle advantage. The commander is a general or Characters from the Fire Emblem series. The two main forms of attack are regular attacks and powerful attacks. Characters can perform combos with regular attacks and perform powerful attacks at the end of these combos. Powerful attacks change depending on the length of the normal attack
combo. Fire Emblem Warriors allow players to make up to five standard attacks. General attacks are set to the Y button by default, and powerful attacks are set to the X button by default. Characters are not able to use the entire move set string. They crest and must be unlocked by the player. General attacks generally do not have special characteristics, but
powerful attacks often have characteristics that are unique to the movement set. For example, some of Rins and Navarre's powerful attacks can jump into the air with their opponents and attack with more regular attacks. Powerful attacks are shown as follows: button press names X Strong I, X Strong II Y, Y, X Strong III Y, X Strong III Y, Y, Y, X Strong IV Y,
Y, Y, Y, X Strong VI Unique and Reusable Go Set Base Game and downloadable content features multiple characters to share the go set. In this context, the move set uses the General Attack button (set to the Y button by default) and the Strong Attack button (set to X button by default) to indicate the attack performed by the character. Characters that share
a set of moves are often referred to informally as duplicates by fans. The following list lists characters by group by set of shared moves. It should be noted that cloned characters still have unique warrior specials and awakening attacks. Inde renewable duplicate characters are included in parentheses. Share Go Set Weapon uses characters to share moving
notes Bow Takumi, Sakura, Anna, NielsDLC - Lance Cordelia, Hinoca, Qaeda -- Karl Rowan, Liana, (Darios) -- Carl Crom, Lucina -- Carl Mas, Celica -- Sword Lioma, OwainDLC -- Kallin, NavarreDLC -- Tomereo, Ellis -- Tomereo, TarzaDLC, (Garnev, Tabala, Iago) Tarza have other strong VI attacks, instead of Gotia's otherwise mobile set is the same. Axe
Camilla, MyerbaDLC -- Characters with unique sets of moves that are not shared with other named characters include: Battleground structures structure allied bases that appear on the battlefield. Fortresses and outposts across all battlefields of warriors. The fortress is the most important structure in almost every battle. Allied bases are generally the most
important fortress on the map, and defeat is an immediate loss in the battle for players. The player instructs Linde to attack the shorts. All strongholds have a commander and control over the faction that took the commander's HP to zero and defeated the stronghold. Commanders are always a regular unit and can take a variety of classes, which means that
fortress commanders are subject to weapon triangles and bonuses. For example, if the Archers Brigade approaches an important fortress with Commander Pegasus Knight, archers will defeat the commander very quickly. The class of fort commanders depends on specific scenarios and can vary when different scenarios are performed on the same map.
Fortresses benefit the factions they hold in many ways. The fortress slows down commanders and brigades. Enemy commanders can generally take a player's fortress on their own if they don't send help. Outposts work in a similar way, even if the captain is much weaker and practically affects the tide of battle. Fortifications and outposts don't completely
stop the enemy's march. Enemy commanders can pass through enemy strongholds, especially if they are aggressive. (Battleship to the player in the game notification). When the character is in their faction's stronghold, they slowly play HP. This means that it's wise to house powerful bosses before you try to join them in your own stronghold. If you don't take
the fort first, the boss plays HP as long as you're physically standing in the fort. Retreat to their fortress if they remain alone. During combat, players have several options for directing characters that they cannot directly control in relation to the fortress. Players can command one of their units to protect a specific fortress or allied fortress. Units can also
command specific enemy strongholds to attack. It also has the ability to command healing units to heal fort captains, which can be very useful in defending Allied bases from large amounts of aggressive enemy commanders. The warrior's main work accurately reflects the proportions of awakening, destiny, and shadow dragon characters featured in the
game's playable roster. Main article: Fire Emblem Warrior's character list The playable roster of the game focuses on shadow dragons, awakening, and destiny having the most expression. The developers decided this focus was due to the fact that everyone would have a knife, and that including all the protagonists would suffer from class diversity. [3] Lynn
and Cellica can also be played. Both characters were included in the recommendations of the intelligent system. [4] Celica was particularly promoting fire emblem echoes: Valentia's Shadow. [5] The reason for Lynn's inclusion was not explicitly stated in the interview, but intelligent systems staff mentioned in another interview that they were surprised by her
high performance in a popular survey that chose your legend. [6] O'Voro, Niles, Navarre, and Owain appear as NPCs that are not playable in the game, but can be played as if the player were purchasing the corresponding DLC package. Add downloadable content More characters, weapons, costumes, fates add Azura, Oboro, Niles, Linde, Mineralva,
Navarre, shadow dragon pack, and Owain, Tarza and Olivia with additional awakening packs. Original non-playing characters such as Jelena, Darios, Oscar and Velezac will also appear. Chapter Main Article: Fire Emblem Warrior's Chapter List The main story of the game consists of a total of 23 chapters. Each chapter consists of one battle. History Mode
Main Article: History Mode Is a nearly completed history map game also has a history mode, an alternative scenario mode featuring many battles. When entering recording mode, players can choose between scenarios to play, most of which will re-inform chapters of previous Fire Emblem titles. The recording mode scenario consists of a map picture on
which the game is based. The history mode scenario, Called The Dark Pontifex, opens in 23: Dark Pontifex of Fire Emblem: Shadow Dragon and Light and Fire Emblem: Shadow Dragon's Tabe Tower. Historical mode maps use music and sound effects from origin games, shadow dragon history mode maps use DS graphics, but NES sound effects are
slightly exceptions. In History mode, the battle is displayed as an enemy sprite on the map. Player characters that depend on the scenario can only walk through defeated battles, and sprites darken and are no longer animated. Each mission features one of several types of objectives. Battles can have different requirements and limitations, such as being
able to use only characters from a particular game or characters using certain types of weapons. Battles in Record mode are also ranked according to completion time, total number of enemies, and total damage. Record mode battles can be completed in almost any order, but certain scenarios have prerequisites that must be met to unlock or display more
battles. If you kill the second battle at the end of the history mode map, there are usually a few additional battles that appear very high compared to the rest of the map, level 80. On most maps, these distortions appear as dimensional distortions. Recording mode maps are rich in text references to games and other games that come from scenarios. For
example, one of the dimensional distortions of the map to the end together partially reproduces a secret event in Chapter 1 of The Fire Emblem: The Genealogy of the Sexual War, where he drops his axe on a rex pond and frankly presents a brave axe by a mysterious woman in a lake after stating the gold and white axe she offered him was not the one he
dropped. Scenes are commonly used. For the characters, being represented by the mysterious woman of the lake by Rex Lisa and Cellica. Main article: Fire Emblem Warrior's support list for support systems is quite similar to the mainline Fire Emblem Series titles. All characters in the game can be supported along with all other characters, and all support will
go to at least Grade A. However, not all pairs have a conversation. You can get conversations when you unlock only the maximum support and pairs of A+. A single conversation occurs only during the A+ ranking, and there is no conversation in the other rank. One of the main benefits of getting support is unlocking the support rankings to get character-
related material. Development Fire Emblem Warrior is said to have started development in 2015,[7] and initially planned to release only Nintendo 3DS consoles. When the game first started development, the new 3DS release of Hyrule Warrior was used as the base. They used links from the Legend of Zelda as playable test characters in early versions of the
game. [8] It was only later moved to the Nintendo Switch console as well as the game. [9] The game was pitched to Nintendo after the successful development of the team's Hyrule Warriors. [10] An interview with the developer revealed that there had been some conflicts about the game roster, to the point where some of the staff threatened to leave the
project, regarding how many games and what characters to express. [11] They eventually settled on arousal and destiny, at least in part due to having the most 3D references to those characters; They started the roster of games with Chrome because they wanted to mimic the rendered cutscenes used for awakening and doom. [12] Shadow Dragon was
chosen in addition to this game due to developers' feelings that fire emblems without Mars are not fire emblems after all. [13] Fate's eight protagonists were solidified as part of the roster early in development, with only some siblings excluding some brothers, which is difficult and partly due to some developers being the most recently played game. [14] Azra
has been demoted to downloadable content due to the large amount of doomed characters already determined by the default roster. [15] Lynn's Assist Trophy appearance in the Super Smash Bros Brawl. Character choices such as Lisa and Frederick were chosen because of their close relationship with Chrome. Despite this mindset, developers briefly
considered Lucina not to be included on the roster because of many characters, especially knife-wielding knives. After consultation with thetelliant system, they determined that it was impossible to remove Lucina from the list. [16] Lynn was developed to partially reference the 3D shape of her Assist trophy Smash Bros.; The lack of 3D references to her
initially made her development busy. [17] The developers also imply that Lynn is parallel to Mars in the West, becomes the first Lord to be introduced by many. This, her Western charm, was also revealed to why she is a global Nintendo direct. [18] Initially, the developer wanted to give all the support pairs of the game a conversation, but decided against it
due to development tensions. [19] Only selected pairs feature dialogue in the last game. Some character designs were adjusted with the game's ratings in mind, and Camilla and Ellis' underwear was raised as a specific example. [20] Lynn's shorts are probably the result of this. Initially, the game tried to feature monsters like Ryzen and Faceless, but the
developer couldn't reproduce it appropriately because it doesn't render the muscle structure well, and one developer compared the monster's shape to a stuffed toy. This led them to come up with the original design for Out Real Fiends instead, which they were able to create and seemed appropriate. [21] Pre-release main article: Fire Emblem Warriors Pre-
Release Information Game In addition to streams and promotional videos posted online, it was covered by a Japanese gaming magazine. The game was first announced on Nintendo's Switch live stream on 12 January 2017. The game had a range of mechanics and roster promotions until the Japanese launch. The reception sales fire emblem warrior
reportedly sold 50% of japan's first shipments at launch. [22] The opening sale was 41,491 copies for the Nintendo Switch release and 18,357 copies for the new Nintendo 3DS release. [23] At the end of 2017, the Nintendo Switch launched 64,747 copies in Japan. [24] At the end of April 2018, KoEI Tekmo announced that both versions had exported 1
million copies to retailers worldwide. [25] Fire Emblem Warrior's review reception changes somewhat depending on the console, with 3DS releases rated slightly lower than nintendo switch releases on game rankings and meta-critics. 3DS releases scored 63.75% in the game rankings and 69 points on meta-critics, switch releases received 74.27% in the
game rankings and 74 points on meta-critics. A common complaint with the 3DS version is that the system limits significantly reduce the amount of enemies on the screen and lower the graphic fidelity of the environment and characters. The 3DS release also lacks the co-op mode featured in the switch release. As a result of game instability and crashes,
patches have been released to address them, but have been reported for both versions of the game. The narrow focus of the game roster was received negatively by some outlets. A fairly large amount of duplicate move sets, even downloaded content characters share a moving set of characters in the default received negatively. Graphics or vice versa with
the graphics options in the switch release. Quiz Cellica wielding Falcion in a pre-rendered cutscene of a warrior. Due to warriors developing at the same time as the fire emblem Echo: Shadow of Valentia, but before Echo: Valentia's Shadow was publicly announced, Celica was listed as a representative of Fire Emblem Gaiden on some of its development
staff. Some of them wonder why the game had one representative seemingly random from a very old entry in the series. [26] Although not explicitly mentioned, this could also be the reason behind Valentia's shadow: Gaiden Visuals and Audio, where much of the content associated with Transcription's Celica is based on echo instead of echo. Cicica is on
display in the Warriors' pre-rendered cutscenes with The Dacanean Falcion, a weapon not available in any game. It is not clear whether this error is the result or related to Celica's somewhat secret development while creating the game. Chrome was the first fire emblem character created in the game. [12] In the legend of Zelda, the link was used as a placer
playing character in the early stages of development before the fire emblem character was implemented. [8] According to a Switch news story, Fire Emblem Warrior was the 13th most played game on the Nintendo Switch in 2017 in North America. [27] Tiki's divine dragon formed in Book 2 of The Mystery of emblems. The Warriors don't exclusively mention
Fire Emblem: Shadow Dragon, but instead look to use a mix of original game and remake content. The seven named characters in the game that don't appear in the main story of any ability (Lynn, Cellica, Azura, Minerva, Linde, Tarza, Olivia) are all female. Language name definitions, embers, and notes in name, embers and other regions follow a crossover
naming practice consistent with the English Fire Emblem Warrior Series, which is commonly (series) warriors. Some parts of british warrior fandom are also ingoly worded the game (series) Muso, which comes from the Japanese name. The Japanese style that is unmatched by a crossover name pattern unmatched in (series双 is unrivaled. Spanish fire
emblem warrior as above. French fire emblem warrior as above. German fire emblem warrior as above. Italian fire emblem warrior as above. Traditional Chinese fire emblems are unmatched in The Japanese name雙. ↑ Special Edition#FireEmblemWarriors 3CD, dual posters, 25-card art cards included! #NintendoSwitch on October 20, 2015. — Nintendo
America, NintendoAmerica Twitter, twitter.com, published: August 28, 2017, Search: August 28, 2017 ↑ 20 Days Available — Nintendo UK, Fire Emblem Warriors - Twist of Fate (Nintendo Switch), Published: August 22, 2017, Search: August 22, 2017 ↑ Because we want to make a warrior game where you can properly use prominent classes. Nevertheless, if
we put in the protagonists in every series, most of them will be lords. In this case everyone has a knife, so there will be no strategic system to switch characters or anything else. - Fire Emblem Warrior is a developer on how to make the game, characters / games, original characters, more, nintendoeverything.com, published: May 30, 2017, search: December



24, 2017 ↑ Yes. However, we wanted to include the story properly for the characters in the GBA era, so this time we want to add Lyn and if there's a future in this [title], we can include the story to function. — Fire Emblem Warriors contain descriptions of characters and revelations. Design, Story, System, Mod, , Published: October 21, 2017, Search:
December 24, 2017 ↑ Hayashi mentions that KOEY Texmo came from the latest Fire Emblem game (because Emeari came out in April this year), and Nintendo and KoEI Techmo were working on echo and fire emblem respectively. The intelligent system showed the design of koei temo, which was designed from the time the Cellica/Echo was produced.
Higuchi mentions that all three of the things they were working on at the time (Echo, Warrior, and Hero) were trying to promote Cellica. — TGS Warriors Stream Day 1, , Published: September 24, 2017, Search: December 24, 2017 ↑ We never expected Lynn to take first place. We knew Lucina was very popular, but we never expected Lucina to lose to Lynn.
Another thing we found was that characters from the Game Boy Advance era tended to be popular. In addition, the end result was somewhat unexpected, and that also means that the development on how to choose your legendary character took a little longer than expected. — Interview with the director of Fire Emblem Heroes: Events, Design Challenges,
Possibilities of 'Advance War' on Mobile, toucharcade.com, published: September 4, 2017, Search: December 24, 2017 ↑ Famitsu: Could this game be discussed as a shocking project? Hayashi: Last week in the Parmitz (December 3, 2015 issue), there was a poll article about which callab warrior you'd like to play, isn't it? In fact, at that time, the project had
already begun. Pamitz: Was that it!? Hayashi: So we were in a state where we couldn't talk about it even if we wanted to talk (laughs). — Kite Fire Emblem Warrior Famitsu Interview Translation, patreon.com, Published: June 1, 2017, Search: January 8, 2018 ↑ 8.0 8.1 Usda: [...] Early on, we were working with the 3DS version of Hyrule Warrior as a base, we
had links running around in this early, rough version. — Jedi, Fire Emblem Warrior: Final Interview with Nintendo Dream, Serenesforest.net, published: May 3, 2018, Search: May 4, 2018 ↑ The game was originally planned for 3DS before nintendo switch was released. However, since the Nintendo Switch (secretly), they have decided to make it for the
Nintendo Switch and are using the Switch's hardware for maximum functionality. — HariyaSeki, TGS Warriors Stream Day 1, Reddit.com, published: September 24, 2017, Search: January 3, 2018 ↑ Hayashi: Games like 3DS' Samurai Warrior Chronicles, we include a somewhat tactical gameplay feature that allows you to switch player characters to lower
screens in real time. It was accepted very favorably, so it was also included when making the Hyrule Warriors legend a 3DS. The amount of characters displayed [on the screen] was inferior to the Wii U version, but I also think it made a deeper strategic play. When I thought, 'If you put it in the weapon triangle of a knife, spear, or axe, it's a perfect fit for the
Fire Emblem,' it was the trigger. ND: You can see. Hayashi: I could immediately imagine an image of me going to 'this place' and ordering a cavalry to annihilate [the enemies]. So from there I contacted an employee of my company who liked fire emblems and offered them a 'top secret mission', and we created a suggestion document for fire emblem warriors
saying 'I want to create a warrior who hacks and slashes while switching characters and classes'. ND: As a top secret project of Mt. Hayashi. Hayashi: I didn't talk to anyone else in the company (laughs). After that, when we had the opportunity to talk to Nintendo, [offered to us] 'do something together on the new console', I said , 'I'm waiting! Please do!' and
forward your offer that day. — HariyaSeki, Fire Emblem Warrior devises how the game worked, characters/games, original characters, The Nintendoeverything.com, Published: July 15, 2017, Search: July 3, 2018 ↑ Some employees quarreled with us when 'I' said 'I'm leaving this project'. They said, 'Hayashi doesn't know anything about fire emblem!' and
said bizarre things like that. Even I had to make this bitter decision, because if we didn't narrow them down, we didn't develop into [proper] gameplay! (Laughs) — Brian, Fire Emblem Warrior Developer - Chrome Was Created First, Lisa/Lucina/Frederick/Robin Story, Much More, Nintendoeverything.com, Published: August 12 2017, Search: January 3 2018
12.0 12.1 ND: We're here to hear about this announced character. So these are characters of awakening, right? Hayashi: Yes, Chrome was also the first character we created. ND: So Chrome is the first character made between them all? Usda: Chrome was the first, and the rest were made in parallel after him. The reason we first chose Chrome was
because there were negotiations to improve the graphics to the level of pre-rendered movies in the original game, and there are models for Chrome and Lisa there. ND: So you already had something that you can use as a reference with him. — Brian, Fire Emblem Warrior devs - Chrome was first created, Lisa/Lucina/Frederick/Robin Story, much more,
Nintendoeverything.com, published: August 12 2017, Search: January 3, 2018 ↑ Yes. A fire emblem without a 3th is not a fire emblem after all. - Brian, Fire Emblem Warrior devs - Chrome was made first, Lisa/Lucina/Frederick/Robin Story, much more, Nintendoeverything.com, published: August 12 2017, Search: January 3 2018 ↑ Usda: It is impossible not to
complete all brothers. That's why eight character slots have already been fixed since the beginning of development. Hayashi: There were times when I was thinking of removing someone, but then all the staff were playing fate, so opinions were greatly conflicted and impossible (laughs). I'm married to Hinokawa, so there's no way she's going to be removed!
And maybe when you try to get rid of Takumi?, someone will retort why you're going to remove a popular character. These stories have come with almost every character. - Brian, Fire Emblem Warrior is a developer at the disposal of characters and revelations, design, story, system, mode, Nintendoeverything.com, published: October 21 2017, Search:
January 6 2018 ↑ Usda: Treating Destiny as title, Doomed as Title if Camuy/Corinne is not added. So Corinne is essential to grouping them all into doomed titles. ND: Couldn't choose Aqua/Azura? Hayashi: At first I wanted to put her in, but there were too many slots for fate during character decisions. At this rate it's really going to be a doomed warrior
awakening, so it was a difficult decision, but when we were going to give Kamuy/Corinne and Aqua/Azura and eight brothers, we decided to omit Azura. It can't be helpful for this time. - Brian, fire emblem warrior developed in the process of characters and revelations, design, story, system, mode, Nintendoeverything.com, published: October 21 2017, Search:
January 6 2018 ↑ ND: Well, you can't even remove Lisa from the character roster in the first place. Usda: Yes, she is part of the shepherd, so if chrome appears without her, it will feel strange. For If only Chrome and Frederick showed up there, it would be felt to us. We also inevitably took into account these character relationships and decided on character
appearances. ND: You can see. But choosing characters based on each other's relationships should be hectic. There may be too many characters that cannot be removed. For example, how about Lucina to add Chrome? Hayashi: But actually Lucina. We used to back off on ND. Hayashi: Should we remove Lucina from the development team at first?
However, after we talked with Nintendo and intelligent systems, we thought, that's impossible after all (laughs). — Brian, Fire Emblem Warrior Developer - Chrome was first created, Lisa/Lucina/Frederick/Robin Story, much more, published, Nintendoeverything.com published: August 12 2017, Search: January 3 2018 ↑ Matsuna: Lynn has a picture drawn by
many so far, so many people have used it on the basis of [figure] and were busy for us to balance it with other designs [paintings] and other designs. However, Nintendo and Intelligent Systems give us planned photos of the original work as well as Super Smash Bros. 3D data from ND showed as well: support trophy? Matsuna: Yes, of course this game
doesn't use physics in Super Smash Bros., but we feel like we showed one of the correct [depictions], so that was a big factor. - Brian, Fire Emblem Warrior is a developer at the disposal of characters and revelations, design, story, system, mode, Nintendoeverything.com, published: October 21, 2017, search: January 6, 2018: You commented on now: And
you commented on: and now said about the sound of. She was released during Nintendo Direct, but why did you take Lynn as the character announced? Hayashi: Nintendo Direct's worldwide screening at the same time is a big factor. Nevertheless, the first fire emblem released abroad was the GBA's Blazing Blade, which Lynn was one of the main
characters. That's why Lynn is a foreigner because three people are in Japanese (TN: the term for the most memorable Fire Emblem character). — Brian, Fire Emblem Warrior, cast and revelation, design, story, system, mode, Nintendoeverything.com, published: October 21, 2017, Search: January 6, 2018: [Some people] are pleased to have a conversation
in our work the way we do. Both Nintendo and Intelligent Systems are ready to give their consent, so at first we suggested a Bond conversation for every single character combination. However, in this case, it will end up having astronomical amounts that will make development impossible (laughs). So in the end we included some character combinations that
we will really be able to see. To compensate, we Brian, Fire Emblem Warrior devs - Chrome was created first, Lisa/Lucina/Frederick/Robin Story, much more, Nintendoeverything.com, published: August 12 2017, Search: January 3 2018 ↑ Hayashi: Also is to produce 3D, if they are too sexual it will raise the age rating. The Elysée, Sakura and Camilla in
particular looked more attractive than we imagined. ND: In fact, we were originally told that fate had been raised to an age rating by CERO thanks to Camilla's cut scene. Hayashi: Yes, it's still fine if you see her in 2D photos, but if you set her up as a 3D model she somehow gets sexy. However, I think those things are also part of the character's appeal, so
presenting 2D photos in 3D in 3D was the hard part. Usda: We didn't want to offend them, so we made the design look good overall. So I ordered them not to hide in a lousy way. If you hide it only for later display, it will be as unpleasant as a skirt, so it's a good thing to design it to look like a shape. The same is true for Ellis. Matsuna: For example, we added
more width to Camilla's underwear to make it look sporty, and Ellis's pumpkin pants were a little longer. We change the balance a little while maintaining the overall balance. How I look at the skin also doesn't change in impressions, but I've reduced exposure and deliberately grabbed the skin resymeds that I originally had to insert so that they don't look too
attractive. We naturally try to aim for the physical beauty seen in every way - for example when you watch a women's tennis match. - Brian, fire emblem warrior developer on the handling of characters and revelations, design, story, system, mode, Nintendoeverything.com, published: October 21 2017, Search: January 6 2018 ↑ ND: Other than that, can you
also tell us about the monsters attacking this original character? Usda: We struggled with the design of monsters. We were able to create images of monsters based on almost beast type, corpse type (e.g. resurrecter of awakening, or Nosferatus in the original game, but when we actually started working on it, we wondered what kind of monster would fit the
fire emblem in the first place? Matsunga: Keep busy. So I believed it would be easier for them to [design] than heroic characters, and I put them high somewhere. And after we settled on the design, when we tried to implement it in 3D, Hayashi said ... Hayashi: [Looks good] plus tee. (everyone laughs) Matsuna: I was insensited when I produced a monster in
the final stages of development but didn't interpret the muscle texture. Hayashi had a calm tone, but when he saw the look on his face, he could see that there was a deep warning, so we were reminded that we were in a bad situation. Usda: So we fixed the monster until the deadline approached. ND: How did you settle down? Matsuna: Fixed using the
original settings. We originally highlighted the crustacean exoskeleton to make it look more aggressive, and we made it spooky again by providing color based on poisonous creatures. We're really excited to settle for a fodder character that our customers can see at a glance.— Brian, [1], Nintendoeverything.com, Published: October 21, 2017, Search:
January 6, 2018 ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ Hayashi asked Koey Tekmo's staff why they had to put her as a character in fire emblem Gaiden because the intelligent system was still working on echo, saying they couldn't mention Cellica's presence, and people asked why she had a single character in the Fire Emblem Guyden. [ , published: 24 September 2017, Search: 24 Dec
2017 ↑
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